
The Complete Organization
Where alignment creates results



You have a Great Product  
or Service…



Reality:   
There are MULTIPLE disconnects

Multiple 
…goals 

 …priorities 
…results



The Opportunity…

In Alignment

Out of Alignment

Peace of mind comes from knowing where to focus in the  
short-term so you can spend time doing what you love.



“When foundations are in place the possibilities are endless.” 
The Complete Organization



The BIG Question

How do you create alignment among all 
levels of the organization to ensure not 

just results, but the intended results?



It begins with asking the  
Right People the Right Questions



The Complete OrganizationTM

Finance 
Strategy + Workflow 

Metrics
People 

Plan
+

 Linkage     

The Complete Organization Boot Camp provides a 10-week intensive 
look at the 3 core tenants of your business:  1) Your financial 

foundation and revenue health; 2) The structure and compliance 
around your employees; and 3) The most critical metrics to capture 

and track in your business.



We help you Ask & Answer 
these questions in your Business



Financial Strategy

1. Who is involved in your accounting process?

2. How often do you review your financial data?

3. Are your financials correct?

“Strategy is about making choices; it's about deliberately  
choosing to be different.” 

Michael Porter



People Plan

“Culture eats strategy for lunch.”
Peter Drucker

1. Who is your “ideal employee” to provide your desired 
customer experience?  And how do you select them?

2. Is your “team” defined correctly with the Department of 
Labor? And do you pay them correctly?

3. How are you on-boarding employees so they stay with you?



KPI’s & Workflows

“Efficiency is doing things right; effectiveness is doing the right things.” 
Peter Drucker

1. What are the primary Success Indicators of your business?

2. Do you have a Dashboard that you and your team use today?

3. Do you have multiple systems to track the business but 
nothing is in one spot?

4. Is it a struggle to keep up with tasks and deliverables and keep 
everyone informed of progress?



Building Blocks

++

Sustained Growth



We’re here to help.

Kayla Barrett Valerie DreierDennis Jackson


